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Abstract: This paper investigates and analyzes the graphical password scheme, relying on recognition. Few graphical password 

schemes focused on recognition are being researched and evaluated with respect to their security risks. Preventative measures and 

recommendations for avoiding and reducing the threats are provided. The results include a comparative description of the chosen 

recognition-based graphical password scheme. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The urge for potent computer security is growing with the accelerated advancement of technologies and applications [1]. Most 

computer systems and applications are reconstructed with user identification & authentication. However, due to ready to accept 

nature of consumer, many of the authentication techniques have faults. Although there are many ways to authenticate a person, 

using the password method is the most commonly used means of authentication. 

 

Passwords always comply with two basic contradictory requirements in which they must be secure and easy to remember[2]. 

However, using alphanumeric passwords is hard to achieve this, because a long and random password is secure, but it is difficult to 

recall for users. Users commonly have a tendency to use poor password[3]. Graphical password was then implemented as an 

alternative authentication system to solve the memorability concern for alphanumeric-text passwords[3]. 

 

Greg Blonder first clarified the idea of graphical passwords back in 1996 [4]. It is easier to remember graphical password than 

alphanumeric password which is a significant benefit of it [4]. Graphical passwords use images instead of alphanumeric passwords 

as people can quickly identify images than a number of characters [6]. Human beings are capable of recognizing places they 

frequent, the faces of other people and things [7]. Hence, the graphical password system paves a path by presenting passwords 

much easier to use while improving the security level. The most applauded problem with graphical passwords, except for those 

enhancements, is the shoulder-surfing attack [3].Head-surfing refers to the use of methods of direct observation, for example 

eyeballing over someone's head, to gain information[3]. The changing passphrase generation method for encrypting the information 

exchanged between the two nodes is implemented by TOTP algorithm to attenuate the attackers [5]. Numerous researchers have 

tried to overcome this challenge by having separate procedures. Therefore, we begin this research to find out the algorithmic level 

issue of different recognition-based graphical password schemes how they implemented these schemes and why the shoulder-

surfing issue and other attacks occur in the field of recognition-based graphical passwords. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The work begins with collecting knowledge about current graphical password schemes based on recognition. For example, the 

information is accumulated from various sources – journals, conference papers, and legitimate sites. To discover the virtues and 

inadequacies, the perceived structures are dissected. Reports from the review allow for a prevalent understanding of the latest issues 

and problems surrounding existing graphical password schemes. Such knowledge is used as a part of the way the research goals are 

rendered and defined. 

III. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

A graphical password system is a program that performs authentication using artifacts (images / icons / symbols) [9]. In a 

graphical password scheme there are two key procedures-the registration procedure and the authentication procedure. Users are 

expected to register such items as their password from a database during the enrollment procedure [10]. The users will be given a 

task set in the authentication protocol to perform authentication. Users are expected to recognize the proper objects before being 

able to access a safe network. 

 

Graphical passwords can be divided into three categories — recognition-based, pure recall-based, and cue recall-based [11]. 

Graphical password schemes based on identification usually allow users to register and memorize objects during the authentication 

process. During the authentication process users are required to click the correct objects. In each challenge set, the correct objects 

can be the registered objects, part of the registered objects, or pass-objects that identify using some method. Users are expected to 

remember and represent a covert drawing within a given grid or blank canvas in recall based graphical password systems, based on 

the registered objects. On the other hand, cued recall-based graphical password systems needed users to remember and pinpoint 

target on specific locations within a picture. 

 

In this paper, we only focus on the study of recognition-based graphical password systems because based on our reviewed, 

majority of the articles were found belongs to this category. The selected recognition-based graphical password systems are 

reviewed as below. 
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IV. RECOGNITION BASED GRAPHICAL PASSWORD TECHNIQUES 

PassfacesTM is a commercial product, and is one of PassfacesTM Corporation's earliest recognition-based graphical password 

systems [12]. Users are required to register photos of human faces during the enrollment process. Users are asked to click on the 

registered pictures to sign in to the authentication process. This system is easy to use and is simple [13]. However, it is vulnerable 

to shoulder-surfing attack. In fact, people with a prosopagnosia condition (face blindness) would find this device hard to use. 

 

Users are required in Déjà Vu framework to register several "random art" images during the enrollment process [1]. The users 

are expected to click on the registered images to sign in to the authentication procedure. This system is user friendly and simple. 

The proper choice of the pictures during authentication, however, makes it vulnerable for shoulder-surfing attack. 

 

The Picture Password scheme, suggested by [14], is for mobile devices such as the PDA. Users may either pick images from 

one of three predefined themes or include their own images during the process of enrollment. Users are expected to click on the 

registered images to sign in to the authentication process. This program attempts to increase the password space by allowing for the 

selection of two images as one file. The careful collection of the images during authentication, however, allows for easy 

observation of shoulder-surfing attacks. 

 

Users are required in Triangle framework to register and remember three icons during the enrollment process [1]. The users are 

required to digitally shape a polygon using the three registered icons in the authentication procedure. To complete a challenge 

package, the users need to click one of the icons (pass-icon) within the polygon area (convex hall). Upon logging in, users are 

expected to pass several challenge sets. In addition to the approved icons this program uses other icons to sign in. Therefore, the 

device can withstand direct shoulder-surfing assault through observation. 

 

Enrollment process requires user to select and remember 3 icons in Moving Frame System [9]. Authentication process includes 

the movement of frames in rotational format such that 2 icons registered by user should be placed inside the frame in a straight line. 

Before logging in, users are expected to pass multiple challenge sets. This system does not require registered users to click on the 

icons. Hence, it can withstand direct shoulder-surfing assault by observation. However, the users only have four ways to rotate the 

frame. So chances are very high for attackers to guess the right rotation. 

 

In the Special Geometric Configuration (SGC) system [9], Users are expected to register four icons during the enrolment 

process. Users need to find the identified icons inside the authentication process. The users then should use two of the registered 

icons to virtually create a line. To login, users have to click on the intersection icon that the two virtual lines made. This program 

also doesn't allow users to click on the registered icons. The system is thus able to resist direct shoulder-surfing attack by 

observation. 

 

Version one and version two are Visual Identification Protocol (VIP) systems that predefined a set of registered images to users, 

rather than allowing users to register during the registration process[17]. The users are required to identify the correct images in 

sequence in the authentication procedure before they can log in. The difference between VIP1 and VIP2 is how the images are 

arranged, and how many images are used. VIP1 uses 10 images, and the arrangement of the image is similar to the arrangement of 

the keypad numbers in an ATM. In contrast, VIP2 uses 3 x 4 grid cell interfaces to authenticate users. These systems are user 

friendly and simple. Nevertheless, the recorded photos selected by the users can also be easily shoulder-surfed. Both systems are 

therefore susceptible to direct shoulder-surfing attack by observation. In VIP version 3[17], users are expected to register eight 

images during the registration process. Just four of the registered images will be displayed in a 4 x 4 grid cell during the 

authentication procedure. The rest of the cells on the grid are filled with decoy images. To log in, the uses are required to 

sequentially click on the registered images. This program will that direct watching surfing attack on the shoulder as the attackers 

will shoulder-surf the recorded photos clicked by the users each time they login. The main reason this system can reduce shoulder-

surfing direct observation attack is because only part of the registered pictures are shown in each challenge set. It will therefore take 

the attackers time and extra effort to evaluate the right registered images used by the users. 

 

In ColorLogin system [19], Users have to select a color and a set of icons in the enrollment process. Users can use the registered 

color to help them find their registered icons as background. Users are required to click on the rows which contain the registered 

icons in a N x N grid cell during the authentication procedure. When clicked; it locks the entire sequence. All of the affected icons 

are changing to a "lock" icon. The users have to ensure all the registered icons are locked to complete a challenge package. To log 

in, the users must perform several challenge sets. ColorLogin system can reduce shoulder-surfing attacks by direct observation 

because the recorded icons are not selected directly during the login process. Even, attackers will shoulder-surf the row that users 

clicked on. In addition, due to the small password space this system is vulnerable to guessing attacks 

 

The What You See Is What You Join (WYSWYE) device has two variations [21]. Users are expected to register four images in 

both variations during the enrolment process. During the authentication procedure, users are presented with a 7x4 grid for the first 

variation, called the Horizontal Reduce Scheme (HRS). Users will identify the columns and mentally delete columns that don't have 

their photos recorded. The result would be a Nx4 grid with a 4x4 grid as its maximum dimension. The users then have to key for 

the password in the corresponding position of the registered images in the input grid. The second variation, called the Dual Reduce 

Scheme (DRS), will feature a 5x5 grid for users. Users must delete a row and a column which does not have their registered photos. 

The result would be a M x N grid, again a 4x4 grid of the maximum dimension. As with the first variation, users are needed for key 

in the defined image position in the input grid of the password. WYSWYE-HRS and WYSWYE-DRS will minimize direct-

observation shoulder surfing attacks because the captured images are not selected during the authentication process. Attackers can 

however still shoulder-surf the interest keyed in by the users and map the location of the registered photos. 
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In a system proposed by Haque [24], registration of username and selection of few images by user formed the enrollment 

process. After that the users will be given a set of questions. The users need three registered images to pair each question. The users 

are required to recognize the correct images based on the question being asked in the authentication procedure. This system is user 

friendly and simple. However, this system cannot prevent direct shoulder-surfing attack as the direct selection of the recorded 

images can be easily observed and shoulder-surfed during an authentication process. 

 

User has to record six photographs of animals during the registration process in CuedR system [26]. The users are required to 

key in sequence in the character associated with the registered images during the authentication procedure. This system is 

vulnerable to direct shoulder-surfing attack, since attackers can decompose the password string and then connect each character in a 

challenge set with the specific animal image. 

 

Users are required to register a username in Digraph Substitution Rules (DSR) system [3] and register two images in the 

enrollment process. Users need to click on a pass-image based on the registered images and the three rules of digraph substitution 

in the authentication procedure. Before they can login the users must complete multiple task sets. This method will prevent direct 

shoulder-surfing attack from being detected, as users would never click on the captured images. 

 

In WordPassTile [27] method, users are expected to register five Tiles (a specific word) as part of the enrollment procedure. 

Users should click on the Tiles given in a particular sequence in the authentication procedure. WordPassTile system is vulnerable 

to direct shoulder-surfing attack, because the direct selection of the tiles during an authentication process is easy to observe and 

shoulder-surf. 

V. COMMON VULNERABILITIES OF RECOGNITION BASED GRAPHICAL PASSWORD 

The common attacks which expose the vulnerability of recognition-based graphical password are- 

Guessing Attack – An attack which includes guessing or finding a user’s [1, 29]. Small password space is exposed to a security 

challenge in many of the graphical passwords which is based on recognition. Usage of partial registered objects or pass-objects to 

login can resolve or can be countermeasure for guessing attack. 

Shoulder surfing – It is a form of social engineering attack. It includes attacker to peep through someone entering something to 

gain information or password [3]. Some of the recognition-based graphical password schemes, which use explicitly registered 

objects, would face such a challenge to security. Indirect objects for example pass-objects may be used to login to resolve or reduce 

this attack. 

Frequency of Occurrence Analysis (FOA) attack – It’s a possibility only in recognition based systems that use uniform 

randomization algorithm to perform selection [22]. Because the sampling size of the registered objects is relatively smaller than the 

sampling size of the decoy objects, when using a uniform randomization algorithm, the probability that the registered objects will 

always appear in a challenge set while the same distracting image will appear only occasionally in each challenge set[22]. To 

overcome or reduce this attack, an authentication system can either use fix objects or prevent the use of large quantities of decoy 

objects in any set of challenges. 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table1.Recognition-based graphical password and its security threats 

 
 

Note- 

 No- not secure, vulnerable for attack. 

 Yes- yes secure, cannot attack 

 N/A- not applicable 
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Table 1 depicts the comparison of reviewed system. Considering the table, the existing system are exposed to many 

vulnerabilities such as shoulder surfing and guessing attacks. The systems which use partial objects in login can reduce shoulder 

surfing attack like VIP3, WYSWYE-HRS and WYSWYE-DRS.Systems that use indirect input or pass-

objects to log in instead of registered objects can prevent this attack. Triangle system, Moving Frame system, SGC, ColorLogin 

and DSR are examples of these systems. 

As far as FOA attack is concerned, there are few systems that get affected as these systems used uniform randomization 

to perform selection. PassfacesTM, Déjà Vu, Picture Password program, VIP3, and ColorLogin, for example. There are few 

systems that are able to withstand such an attack since they use fixed number of objects to log in through time. Examples of these 

systems include – DSR and WordPassTile. Other systems are not applicable, since they do not use uniform selection 

randomization.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, many different security threats were highlighted, such as guessing attack, direct observation and FOA, which were 

experienced via recognition-based graphical password system. The countermeasures were discussed for each of the security threats. 

The paper enriched the detailed study that supports the researchers to do the research on graphical password, particularly on 

graphical password based on recognition. In future, in addition to the security issues, the research will concentrate on the usability 

aspects such as user login time and methods that may help users to remember their passwords. 
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